LOSS PREVENTION CONSULTANT

(To be based in Makati)

For nearly two centuries, many of the world’s largest organisations have worked with FM Global to develop cost-effective property insurance and engineering solutions to protect their business operations from fire, natural disasters and other types of property risk. With clients in more than 130 countries, FM Global, a mutual insurance company, ranks 541 among Fortune magazine’s largest companies in America. The company has been named “Best Commercial Property Insurer for Service and Expertise” by Business Finance magazine recently.

While we are seeking candidates for careers in engineering, we also seek candidates with longer term career aspirations to develop into business, managerial and insurance related professionals.

The job will involve:

• evaluating on-site property and natural hazards and communicating risks
• identifying and accurately quantifying exposures at industrial properties
• assessing adequacy and operational functionality of protective equipment
• evaluating in-house loss prevention measures
• consulting with senior management on solutions and management of change, with the aim of reducing risks
• extensive traveling (approximately 30% - 40%)

Applicants should possess the following:

• An engineering degree in any of the major disciplines, specifically those in chemical, electrical and mechanical
• Excellent university results with good scores in projects.
• Excellent written and communication skills in English.
• Energy and drive plus the desire to continuously improve on knowledge, skills and abilities by embracing risk management and loss prevention principles and techniques
• Ability to develop strong relationships with clients
• Good organizational and time management skills

Following a structured training programme, you can look forward to numerous career development opportunities, as well as a remuneration package which rewards individual achievement.

If you are keen in making the most of your expertise within an organisation recognised as the best in its field, please submit your resume along with a cover letter outlining your motivations and suitability for a career with FM Global by 31 March 2015 to:

The HR Manager
FM Global Services LLC
Email: Jobs.Asia@fmglobal.com

(Only shortlisted candidates will be notified)